In an age in which the coinage of language lias become so debased that the positive and superlative have become, for practical purposes, synonymous, almost any trival event is likely to be described as epochal. Nevertheless that is the term which we as doctors must apply in its true, full and original sense to the Report on Medical Education recently issued by the Planning Committee of the Royal College of Physicians. This Report, from our professional point of view, is as important a document in its own way as the White Paper. Between them, should their main provisions be accepted and duly implemented, they promise largely to remodel our profession in the future ?its status, its personnel, its aims and, more than probably, its achievements.
The Committee, which met under the chairmanship of Lord Noran on sixteen occasions, heard an exhaustive list of witnesses, either as individuals or as representatives of organized bodies, both lay and professional. Its recommendations therefore can scarcely be described as either hasty or ill-considered. That they may be described, in some degree, as revolutionary, shows" to what extent our present system has lost touch with modern conditions and requirements?a revelation by the way that will come as no surprise to readers of our Educational numbers. Willy-nillj', it would seem, change, and quite drastic change as that, is inescapable.
The Committee first devotes its attention to the recruitment and selection of medical students at the present time. ' There arethe Report says bluntly, 'in our medical schools at present too many students who have neither the character nor the ability to make good doctors'. This would appear to be due primarily to the small numbers taking up medicine, which is itself a consequence of the expense entailed vis-a-vis the potential rewards. ' The doctor's way of life and his rewards must be made as attractive as possible if the standard of medical practitioners is to be preserved.' This is not to be gainsaid. To This agent will pass through bacteria-trapping filters, will withstand the action of weak phenol and may be frozen and dried and still retain infectivity. In these respects, therefore, it behaves as a virus. ' Confronted with such a baffling situation there is no alternative but to surmise that the reservoir of infection is man, among whom the disease is disseminated by droplet infection, and that the rapidity with Which it spreads throughout a district is more compatible with a virus infection than any other group of pathogenic agent ' (van Rooyen and Gordon, 1942 (Cullinan) . ' 
